
 

NAME___________________   Date:_____________________ 
W.H.S. PE – “SOCCER UNIT” – Written Test TEACHER:____________________ 

 

Directions: In the space provided write the letter that corresponds to the definition that most closely matches 

the vocabulary word. 

 

 

___1. Dribble  A. When a player kicks the ball to his/her teammate. 

 

___2. Pass   B. Advancing the ball with the feet while controlling it. 

 

___3. Trap   C. A method of restarting play from the sideline using the  

     hands. 

 

___4. Shot   D. A “free kick” in which a goal can be scored directly. 

 

___5. Throw-in  E. The player who can use their arms and hands to prevent  

     shots from getting in the net. 

___6. Goal Keeper   

F. The striking of a ball in the air by a player’s head. 

___7. Handball   

     G. A ball kicked or headed by a player towards the  

___8. Header        opponent’s goal in an attempt to score. 

         

___9. Direct Kick H. A “free kick” in which a goal cannot be scored directly, it  

     must be passed. 

___10. Indirect  

   Kick  I. Bringing the ball under control using the foot, thigh, chest,        

                              head. 

    

   J. A foul that occurs when a player touches the ball with  

    his/her hand or arm. 
  



 

NAME_________KEY     Date:_____________________ 
W.H.S. PE – “SOCCER UNIT” – Written Test TEACHER:____________________ 

 

Directions: In the space provided write the letter that corresponds to the definition that most closely matches 

the vocabulary word. 

 

 

B___1. Dribble  A. When a player kicks the ball to his/her teammate. 

 

A___2. Pass   B. Advancing the ball with the feet while controlling it. 

 

I__3. Trap   C. A method of restarting play from the sideline using the  

     hands. 

 

G___4. Shot   D. A “free kick” in which a goal can be scored directly. 

 

C__5. Throw-in  E. The player who can use their arms and hands to prevent  

     shots from getting in the net. 

E___6. Goal Keeper   

F. The striking of a ball in the air by a player’s head. 

J___7. Handball   

     G. A ball kicked or headed by a player towards the  

F___8. Header        opponent’s goal in an attempt to score. 

         

D___9. Direct Kick H. A “free kick” in which a goal cannot be scored directly, it  

     must be passed. 

H___10. Indirect  

   Kick  I. Bringing the ball under control using the foot, thigh, chest,        

                              head. 

    

   J. A foul that occurs when a player touches the ball with  

    his/her hand or arm. 
  

 


